A midline azimuthal channel in human spatial hearing.
Neurophysiological and psychophysical evidence has driven the formulation of a hemifield model of mammalian sound localization in which the perceived location of a stimulus is based on the relative activity of two hemifield-tuned azimuthal channels that are broadly responsive to contralateral auditory space and have overlapping medial borders. However, neurophysiological work in mammals has consistently found neurons selective for sound sources at the midline, which may indicate the existence of a third, 'midline', perceptual channel. In three experiments, the existence of three (left, right, midline) perceptual channels for azimuth in man was examined using auditory selective adaptation paradigms. If no midline channel exists, exposure to highly lateralized, symmetrical adaptor frequencies should not result in a shift in the perceived intracranial location of subsequent test tones away from the adaptors because the relative activation of the two hemifield channels will remain the same. Rather, our results indicate a shift in perceived test tones towards the azimuthal midline. This result can best be explained by a perceptual/neural channel tuned to sounds located along the midline. The present study gives the first psychophysical evidence of a midline channel serving human auditory localization, adding to the earlier evidence on the same point from animal neurophysiological studies.